ON THE NILPOTENCY OF THE RADICAL OF A RING
RICHARD BRAUER 1

1. Introduction. A few years ago, it was shown by C. Hopkins 2
that the structure theory of noncommutative rings 3 can be based on
the assumption of only the minimum condition for left-ideals. Before
Hopkins, a maximum condition for ideals had also been used in order
to prove that the radical of the ring is nilpotent. Actually this last
fact is a special case of the maximum condition, for example, the
existence of a maximal nilpotent (two-sided) ideal, and this makes
Hopkins' result appear rather surprising.
In this note, I give a short and simple proof for Hopkins' theorem.
I also show that it is sufficient to assume only the minimum condition
for sets of two-sided nil-ideals (that is, ideals consisting only of nilpotent elements) in order to prove the nilpotency of the radical. The
later sections are concerned with the existence of idempotents and
primitive left-ideals contained in a given regular left-ideal. Here the
assumptions concerning the ring R are those on which Köthe 4 and
Deuring 5 based their treatment of noncommutative rings. As was
shown by Köthe, these assumptions are equivalent to the validity of
the structure theory, so t h a t it is natural to work with them. Once
the results of the later sections have been established, there is no
difficulty in developing the theory with the usual methods. 6
2. Preliminaries. A ring R is a set of elements for which an addition and a multiplication are defined such that the elements form an
abelian group under addition and that the associative law of multiplication and both distributive laws hold. We may also have a set K
of operators. Then the product ta=at of any a in R with any t in K
must be defined as an element of R, and the following rules are to
hold (a, j8 in R} t in K)
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(1)

(a + p)t =*at + pt,
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(ap)t = a(Pt) = (at)P.

We then say that R is a iT-ring. However, for some purposes, these
postulates are not suitable, for example, it is easy to see that it is not
always possible to imbed a üT-ring R in a iT-ring R* which has a
1-element. We may modify the definition of a i£-ring R in the following manner: If t lies in K and a lies in Ry then at and ta both are
defined as elements of R. For a, ft in R, and for t in K, we have
(a + fit = at +
(a/3)/ = a(|8*),

fit,

t(a + fi = ta + # ,

(«00 = a ( # ) ,

t(afi = t(afi.

We admit the possibility that at 9^ ta. A j£-ring R in this sense can
always be imbedded in a i£-ring JR* which has a 1-element. It does not
mean an essential restriction to assume that K itself is a ring which
has a 1-element e such t h a t : (a) ae = ea=a for all a in i?. (b) If at = 0
for a fixed t in K and all a: in R, then / = 0. The same holds, if all
ta = 0. (c) For the elements of R and for the elements of K, all possible
associative and distributive laws hold. (This includes the equations
(2).) A left-ideal (abbreviated /-ideal) of the K-ring R is a subset
a of R which satisfies the following conditions: (1) If a and @ lie in a,
then a+fi lies in a. (2) If a lies in a, then pa and ta lie in a for any
p in R and any t in K. In the case of a right-ideal (r-ideal), (2) has to
be replaced by: (2 r ) If a lies in a, then ap and at lie in a for any p in R
and any t in K. A set a is an ideal, if a is both /-ideal and r-ideal.
For the following, it does not make any difference which definition
of a ÜC-ring is used.
3. The radical. An element v of the ring R is a radical-element, if
it belongs to at least one nilpotent ideal. Since every nilpotent /-ideal
and every nilpotent /'-ideal is contained in a nilpotent ideal, 7 the
elements of nilpotent /-ideals and r-ideals are radical-elements. The
sum of two nilpotent ideals is a nilpotent ideal; 8 the same holds for
any finite number of nilpotent ideals. It follows readily that the set
of all radical-elements forms an ideal N, the radical of R. It is easy
to give examples of rings R whose radical N is not nilpotent. Hence
we have to make a further assumption.
ASSUMPTION (A). If S is a nonvacuous set of ideals a which consist
of nilpotent elements of R, then there exists at least one minimal ideal

7
8

Cf. A. A. Albert, loc. cit., p. 22.
Cf. A. A. Albert, loc. cit., p. 23.
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We now prove this theorem.
T H E O R E M 1. If the ring R satisfies this assumption
radical N is nilpotent.

(A), then its

PROOF, (a) Let us first suppose that the ring R even satisfies the
assumption (A) when the word "ideal" in it is replaced by the word
"left-ideal." 9 ' 10
We have

(3)

N 3 A72 3 iV3 3 • • • .

Since all these ideals consist of nilpotent elements of R, there exists a
minimal ideal Nk = T of the set (3). If T = 0, we are finished. Assume
7 V 0 . Then
(4)

T2 = T.

Consider the set 2 of all /-ideals a contained in T for which Ta^O.
This set is not empty, since it contains ct = 7\ Let a be a minimal
/-ideal of 2 . Since T a ^ O , there exists an element a in a such that
Ta^O. Then r a C a C T and T(Ta) = T2a — Ta^O. Hence Ta itself
belongs to 2 . Since a was minimal, we have
(5)

a = Ta.

In particular, the element a of a belongs to Ta. We can find an element r of T such t h a t a=ra. This implies a=ra=r2a=Tza=
•••.
However, r as an element of T = Nk is nilpotent. Hence rla = 0 for a
suitable /, and we obtain a = 0 which contradicts Ta^O. This proves
Theorem 1 under our present assumption.
(b) If we assume t h a t R satisfies the assumption (A) in its original
form, we have to replace the set S by the set 2 ' of all ideals a contained in T for which TaT^O. Again, the ideal T belongs to the set.
If a is a minimal ideal of 2 ' , we can find an element a of a such that
jTaTVO. Then TaT belongs to 2 ' , and the minimal property of a
gives
(6)

a =

TaT.

Consequently, the element a of a belongs to TaT. This means that
there exist elements n , T2, • • • , r n , r{, T{ , • • • , T» in T such that
9
For the proof of the theorem, it is not necessary to deal with this case separately.
However, the proof becomes somewhat simpler when we make the stronger assumption. The minimum condition for /-ideals of R, implies this stronger assumption.
10
Added July 5, 1942: The proof in (a) was found independently by Reinhold
Baer.
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t=l

On replacing a on the right side by YlriarJ
manner, we obtain
(7)

a = 5 3 T»ar/ =

^

ru^ar\

rl

an

d continuing in this

= X ) TiTjTkOtTk rj T{ =

• • • .

The radical element rt- belongs to a nilpotent ideal n». Hence the sum
q of the n ideals n» is a nilpotent ideal containing all n. If qr = 0, then
the rth of the sums in (7) vanishes since all products of r factors
Ti (l^iSn)
will vanish. Hence a = 0, which contradicts the condition TaT9^0. This proves the theorem.
4. Existence of idempotents. For the last two sections, we make
the following assumptions concerning the ring R:
(I) The radical N of R is nilpotent.
(II) If Hi is a nonvacuous set of l-ideals ct^iV, there exists at least
one minimal l-ideal of S.
The condition (A), §3, implies the condition (I) as is shown by Theorem 1. If JR satisfies the minimum condition for /-ideals, then certainly (A) and (I) hold, t h a t is, (I) and (II) hold.
We say that an /-ideal is regular, if it is not nilpotent. An /-ideal a
is primitive, if a is regular while every /-ideal 6 with bCd is nilpotent.
1. Every regular l-ideal m contains an element t] with rj2 = rjf
rjjéO (mod N).
LEMMA

PROOF.11

(a) Assume first that n O i V . Using the assumption (II),
we obtain an /-ideal a with m ^ c O i V such that no /-ideal lies between
a and N. If aaQN for all a in a, we have a 2 CiV which would imply
that a2 is nilpotent. But then a is nilpotent, that is, aQN. Hence for a
suitable a in a, the /-ideal da does not belong to N. Then
NCN+aaQa.12
It follows that
a = N + aa.
This implies that a can be written in the form a = v+rja with v in N
and rj in a. Then rja^a (mod iV), and hence y]2a^7]a, (rj2 —r])a^0
11
If the minimum condition for /-ideals is satisfied in R, this proof can be simplified
as follows: T h e /-ideal trt contains a primitive /-ideal a. As in the proof, we may
choose an a in a such t h a t (Xa does not lie in N. Then aa = a. This gives the existence
of an rj in a for which rja^tj. As in the proof, we can conclude ipzsqfaO (mod N).
12
We use the 4" sign, even if the sum of the /-ideals is not direct.
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(mod N). The elements x of a for which xa = 0 (mod N) form an /-ideal
b with iVCbÇIa. However, rj does not lie in b, since 77a = 0 (mod N)
would imply a ^ O (mod N) and aaCiV. Hence b ^ a , that is, b = iV.
The element rj2 —1\ lies in b, which gives rç2=77 (mod N). If we had
77 = 0 (mod N), then again a = r ? a ^ 0 (mod N), which was impossible.
Hence rj^O, rj2^rj (mod N) and 77 lies in a.
(b) If m does not contain N, set m* = rrt+iV. Then, as shown in (a),
the /-ideal m* contains an element t\* with rç*2 =77*^0 (mod N). However, every rj* of m+N is congruent to an element rj of m, and this rj
will satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. If r is a given positive integer, we may find a polynomial
f(x) with rational integral coefficients such that

f(x) = 0 (mod X**1),

(8)

ƒ(*) s 1 (mod (1 -

x)r).

PROOF. Expand the square bracket on the right side of
l = 12r = [ x + ( l —x)]2r according to the binomial theorem. If f(x) is
the sum of the terms containing x at least to the power # r+1 , then ƒ (x)
satisfies the congruences (8).
THEOREM

2. Every regular l-ideal m contains an idempotent e.

Construct rj according to Lemma 1. Then (77— rj2)r==0 for
some r. The element e=f(rj) is well defined, as ƒ(x) has no constant
term. It follows from (8) that we have an equation
f(x)2—f(x)
2 r
— {x — x ) g{x) where g(x) is a polynomial with rational integral
coerficients such that g(x) has no constant term. If we replace x by 77,
we obtain e2 — e = 0. If we had e=f(r])=0J we could multiply the
second congruence (8) by xr+1 and replace x by rj. This would give
0=7f + 1 which contradicts the congruences rj=Er}2^riz= • • • , rj^O
(mod N). Hence e is an idempotent belonging to a.
PROOF.

COROLLARY. An element v of R is a radical element, if it is properly
nilpotent, that is, if av is nilpotentfor every a in R.
PROOF. If v belongs to the nilpotent ideal n, then RvÇZnQN, and
all av are nilpotent. If v is properly nilpotent, then a = Rv cannot contain an idempotent. Hence RvQN. The set of all v for which RvQN,
forms an ideal n which again cannot contain an idempotent. Hence
nÇiV; in particular, v belongs to N.

5. Primitive /-ideals contained in regular /-ideals. 13 We prove the
following theorems.
13

If the minimum condition for /-ideals is assumed, Theorem 4 becomes trivial.
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T H E O R E M 3. Let a be an l-ideal with a^2N, such that no l-ideal lies
between a and N. If e is an idempotent belonging to a, then Re is a
primitive l-ideal contained in a.
PROOF. Suppose b is a regular /-ideal with bCZRe. Then b contains
an idempotent e' and we have

(9)

Re' C Re.

Since e' belongs to Re, we have e'e — e'. Set £ = € — ee'. Then
£€ = e 2 -€€'€ = € - € € ' = £, £ € ' = o. Hence £2 = êe-£€e' = £.
If £ ^ 0 , it is an idempotent contained in Re. Then iVÇZi^ + iVCct.
Since no /-ideal lies between a and N and i££ contains £2 = £=^0
(mod iV), we have R£+N= a. This implies ae' = jR£e' + iV€'== iVe'CiV.
However, cte' contains e'2 = e' which does not lie in N; we have a
contradiction.
Hence £ = 0, that is, €€' = €. Then Re' contains ee' = e, and Re'^Re.
This contradicts (9), and the theorem is proved.
THEOREM

4. Every regular l-ideal m contains a primitive l-ideal.

PROOF. Let a be an /-ideal such that iVCctÇIm+iV and that no
/-ideal lies between N and a. Then a contains an idempotent e0, and
€o = ??+*' with rj in m and v in N. Hence r]2 = el = eo^rj (mod N),
77==e0^O (mod N). Using Lemma 2 as in the proof of Theorem 2, we
obtain an idempotent e=f(rj) which belongs to m. Then ReQm. Since
y] = e0 — v lies in a+N=a, the element e=f(rj) lies in a. Theorem 3
shows that Re is primitive.
We can now prove this theorem.
T H E O R E M 5. Every l-ideal m is a direct sum of primitive l-ideals Rei
and a nilpotent l-ideal n :

(10)

m = Re! + Re2 + • • • + Ren + tt.14

Here the €* can be taken as idempotents such that
(11)

ei€j = 0 for

i 9e j ,

ei = e»,

tie» = 0.

PROOF. Because of the assumption (II), §4, we may assume that the
theorem is correct for all regular r-ideals m' with m'-\-N(Zm+N.
Let
Ren be a primitive /-ideal contained in m, en an idempotent, and
apply the Peirce decomposition. Then m is a direct sum

(12)
14

m = m' + Ren
If m is nilpotent, the terms Rei are missing.
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where m' consists of those elements ju of m for which ju€w = 0. This implies m' + NCw+N,
as (m' + N)enss NenQN while (m+N)en contains €n. Then Theorem 5 holds for m'. If m'*=Rti + • • • +Ren-i+r\
is the corresponding representation, then (12) gives the representation (10) of m. However, we obtain the formula (11), €;€, = (), only for
i^n. We must replace u (i —1, 2, • • • , n — 1) by €i — enei in order to
have €»€,- = 0. As is easily seen, these new elements satisfy all the
conditions.
T H E O R E M 6. If Theorem 5 is applied to R = m, then f = €i+€ 2
+ • • • + e w is a 1-elentent (mod iV), that is> af s f a s ' a (mod iV) /or
a// a in R. If R has a \-element 1, tfften f == 1, and in tóe representation
(10) o/ m = JR wo /erra n appears.
PROOF. If we represent an element /x of R in accordance with (10)
for m = i£ we obtain easily from (11) that /xf^M (mod iV). For any
a in JR, we then have tx(J*ce — a ) ^ 0 (mod N) for every ju. in R. Consequently, fa —a is properly nilpotent, that is, Çazza (mod N). If i£
contains a 1-element 1, then ix(l *~D s M"~M^0 (mod iV) which
proves that 1—f is properly nilpotent. Since (1 —f) 2 = 1 —f — T+T 2
= 1— f, the element 1 —f is either 0 or an idempotent. The latter
case is excluded, hence f = 1. Finally, ju = /xl —juf ^ S M * * which shows
that no term n appears in this case.
Theorems 5 and 6 form the basis for the structure theory of rings,
and for the theory of representations of rings.
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